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The energy relaxation times of the fundamental stretching modes in the electronic ground state of
OH2, OD2, SH2, and TeH2 in a variety of alkali halides are measured by incoherent laser
saturation and found to vary from 0.3 to 3 ns at 1.7 K. These vibrational lifetimes are between 4 and
8 orders of magnitude smaller than those of other heteronuclear diatomics diluted in crystals,
including the ionic systems of CN2 in salts and the neutral deuterides, DCl and ND, and oxides, CO
and NO, in rare-gas matrices. Unlike these other systems, the chalcogen-hydride-doped alkali
halides have a librational mode at frequencies well above the top of the host phonon band. This
makes the librational decay channel a lower order process than relaxation into phonons. An energy
gap law can be fit to the data, in which the relaxation times vary exponentially with the number of
accepting reorientational modes. This model can explain the fact that OH2 and OD2 in KCl have
nearly the same lifetimes, since the vibrational and librational frequencies both have the same
isotope shift. Furthermore, previous persistent spectral hole burning measurements of SH2 in mixed
crystals are consistent with a picture in which the defects reorient during vibrational de-excitation.
It is found that the reorientational decay rates are much faster than the equal-decay-order relaxation
of CN2 into translational modes in the silver and sodium halides. This could be explained by a
factor of ;3 enhancement in the vibrational coupling constant to reorientations as compared to
translations, but the relative strengths of the appropriate sidebands do not appear to support such an
enhancement. The relaxation times of the diatomic hydrides are also found to be much smaller in
ionic than in van der Waals hosts, even for equal order reorientational relaxation, suggesting that
Coulombic forces significantly increase theV–R coupling strength. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~97!00231-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

At low concentrations in a crystalline lattice, a diatom
molecular impurity whose internal vibrational mode is hi
in frequency relative to the host phonon bands is gener
expected to decay radiatively at low temperatures, since n
radiative multiphonon relaxation constitutes a large or
process. This expectation is borne out for CO, NO, CN, D
and ND in rare-gas matrices,1–6 as well as for CN2 in the
potassium, rubidium, and cesium halides.7,8 For two of these
molecules, laser emission has been obtained on the v
tional transitions.9,10 In contrast, recent preliminary
measurements11 of the vibrational relaxation of OH2 and
SH2 in the potassium halides indicate lifetimes on the or
of 1 ns, much shorter than the radiative limit of;50 ms.
This agrees with the experimentally determined upper li
of 5 ns on the SH2 nonradiative lifetime, deduced from th
lack of 2→1 vibrational fluorescence following 0→2 over-
tone pumping.12 These results are surprising, since t
stretching modes of these hydrides are higher in freque
than those of these other systems, and hence a higher
multiphonon relaxation process is anticipated.
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An alternative nonradiative decay channel open to se
systems is vibrational relaxation into rotations of the imp
rity molecule. Such a model was first proposed in 1975,
the vibrational relaxation of OH and OD in crystalline Ne
4.2 K—the relaxation rate was found to be 2.3 timesfaster
for the hydride than for the deuteride.13 This contradicts a
multiphonon-relaxation model, and it was proposed that
decay is into nearly free rotations instead. Matching the
brational transition frequency,n01, to the rotational energy
requiresn015BJ(J11), whereB is the rotational constan
and J is the rotational quantum number of the accepti
level. Neglecting the factor of 1, since the rotational quant
number is large, gives

J'An01/B ~1!

~with a host phonon taking up the difference in the event t
the right-hand side is nonintegral!. But the stretching fre-
quency is proportional to the inverse square root of the
duced mass,m, of the molecule, whereas the rotational co
stant is proportional simply to the reciprocal ofm via the
moment of inertia. Hence,J}m1/4 and OD is predicted to be
a ;20% higher order process than OH, explaining its slow
relaxation. Similar measurements and conclusions w
made for NH and ND in Ne, Ar, and Kr.6,14 The vibrational
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2216 Mungan et al.: Vibrational relaxation of chalcogen hydrides
relaxation of HCl, which exhibits weakly hindere
rotations,15,16 has been measured for levels up toy53 and is
inconsistent with a multiphonon scheme; relaxation into
cal modes, such as rotations, is proposed instead.5,17

In the present paper, a comprehensive study of the vi
tional relaxation at low temperatures and concentrations
the diatomic chalcogen hydrides in the alkali halides is
ported. In addition to extending the afore-mentioned O2

and SH2 measurements to several additional hosts, new
sults are presented for OD2 and TeH2. A total of 11 differ-
ent systems are measured and the vibrational relaxa
times,T1 , are found to vary from 0.3 to 3 ns. The lack of
significant OH2 isotope effect in the relaxation time upo
deuteration, in particular, rules out a multiphonon-dec
model, as the deuterated species is a factor of 1.36~approxi-
mately&! closer in frequency to the host phonon bands th
is the hydride, and hence its relaxation process would be
much lower in order. Assuming that the vibration-to-phon
coupling constants for the two isotopes are identical, o
would then have expected an exponentially faster decay
for OD2 compared to OH2, in contrast to experiment. O
the other hand, spectroscopic measurements indicate th
istence of a superoptic local mode, identified as a libratio
mode of the molecule about its center of mass.18–20 An en-
ergy gap law is found to describe the relaxation of the vib
tions into these reorientational modes, using one set of c
pling constants for all of the chalcogen hydrides. The&
reduction in the hydroxide librational frequency upon de
teration, identical to the reduction in the vibrational fr
quency, then explains the observed null isotope effect in
lifetime.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, inc
herent laser saturation measurements are outlined in de
Beginning with the experimental setup, data are presen
for a number of different systems. An appendix describ
how the energy relaxation times are extracted from th
data. In Sec. III, theoretical models for the vibrational dec
into host lattice phonons or local reorientational modes
compared with the experimental results. In the next sect
the results are discussed in the light of previous experime
Finally, Sec. V concludes with a brief summary.

II. VIBRATIONAL SATURATION MEASUREMENTS

A. Experimental setup

Incoherent laser saturation is used to measure the vi
tional lifetimes of the isolated chalcogen hydrides,XH2, in
the alkali halides. While the concept behind the method
straightforward,21–23 it suffers from the drawback that th
analysis depends on a signficant number of optical and
terial parameters which must be separately determined,
limiting the absolute accuracy. However, the more dir
technique of pump–probe spectroscopy is not currently p
tical, since present picosecond laser systems do not sim
neously support the requisite high pulse energies, nar
spectral bandwidth, and frequency tunability.

The experimental apparatus is sketched in Fig. 1. T
Nd31:YAG laser is Q switched, delivering 1.1 J pulses w
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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a width of 7–9 ns at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. An intracav
étalon reduces the bandwidth to 0.2 cm21. The beam is then
frequency doubled into the green using a KD*P crystal and
spatially separated from the residual fundamental. T
doubled beam pumps a near-infrared dye laser. Finally,
dye radiation and the residual YAG fundamental are diff
ence frequency mixed in either a LiNbO3 or LiIO3 crystal,
depending on the desired wavelength. The output midin
red pulses are 6 ns FWHM with an assumed Gaussian t
poral profile, as measured using a cryogenic GaP:N phot
ode. The spectral profile is also assumed to be Gaussian
has a FWHM of 0.27 cm21, determined using a 3/4 m mono
chromator. The pulse energies range up to;400 mJ, al-
though they are considerably lower at the longest wa
lengths of interest. The ir beam is linearly polarized, and
assumed to be well described by Gaussian optics near
focus at the sample. The spatial profile is measured a
each run by scanning a razor blade both horizontally a
vertically through the focal spot and is typically found to b
100 mm FWHM.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup~not to scale! for laser saturation measurement
The indicated components are as follows: YAG—Q-switched Nd31:YAG
laser; SHG—second harmonic generator and frequency separator: the
beam leaving this unit is the 532 nm pulse train and the lower is the resi
1.064mm fundamental; DYE—dye-laser system: the 532 nm pulses pu
an oscillator~O! dye cell, in a cavity composed of a grating~G! and an
output coupler~C!, as well as two single-pass amplifier~A! dye cells, only
one of which is shown; MIXER—optical-frequency-mixing module: the r
sidual fundamental and dye laser beams are combined and differe
frequency mixed in a LiNbO3 ~or LiIO3! crystal; the compensator is a piec
of equal-length sapphire; the filter~F! is a piece of silicon at Brewster’s
angle which blocks any residual dye radiation and most of the resid
fundamental; MONO—3/4 m monochromator for diagnostic purposes.
other labeled components are as follows: B—beamsplitter; M—mirror
prism; D—infrared detector; V—variable attenuator; L—CaF2 lens;
CRYOSTAT—four-window variable-temperature cryostat; S—sample;
and TR—PbSe detectors mounted on integrating spheres.
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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2217Mungan et al.: Vibrational relaxation of chalcogen hydrides
The samples are suspended in a liquid-helium cryo
which is temperature controllable down to 1.7 K. Precis
pinholes are used to insure coincidence of the sample m
positions with the optical focus and corrections are made
account for the varying sample lengths. The incident int
sity is attenuated using a variable neutral-density filter, a
the signal is measured both before and after the cryosta
ing identical RT PbSe detectors mounted on integrat
spheres. Filters are placed before the detectors when ne
sary to maintain linearity of their responses. A typical r
consists in recording the averaged ratio of these two sig
as a function of the incident intensity. The latter is calibra
using an energy meter, after correcting for reflection losse
the windows and front surface of the sample. The lase
tuned into resonance with the 0→1 vibrational transition by
sweeping the dye-laser grating and monitoring the transm
sion. Since the 1→2 frequency is anharmonically shifte
down in value by an amount 2xene ~e.g.,;100 cm21 for24

SH2! which in all cases is much larger than the laser ba
width, the overtones can be ignored and the samples m
eled as two-level systems.~V–V transfer is negligible for the
low concentrations and ultrafast relaxations of interest.9! At
low intensities, the transmission is determined by the p
absorption coefficient of the sample, approximately redu
by the ratio of the laser bandwidth to the absorption lin
width in the ~usual! case that this ratio is greater than unit
As the laser intensity is increased, an increasing fraction
the centers are excited into they51 level and the absorption
consequently bleaches. This effect can be clearly seen in
2, which shows the 1.7 K transmission spectra of KBr:S2

at two different incident intensities, measured by tuning
dye-laser grating. The maximum obtainable laser intensi
are near the damage threshold of the crystals and destru
of the samples occasionally occurred.

Note that, at high incident laser intensities, nonradiat
relaxation can result in a substantial transient heating of
pumped volume of a crystal. From the knownT3 heat capac-

FIG. 2. Transmission of the32SH2 stretching mode of nominally KBr1100
ppm KSH at a bath temperature of 1.7 K for incident laser intensities
0.1 MW/cm2 ~solid curve! and 150 MW/cm2 ~dashed curve!. The internal
transmission is measured by ratioing the TR and RF signals~cf. Fig. 1! and
scaling the resulting background to unity. The linewidths are limited by
laser bandwidth.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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ity of the alkali halides at low temperatures,25 the tempera-
ture rise of the focal volume of a sample can be found
integration, assuming that all of the absorbed pump energ
converted into heat. Starting from 1.7 K, the final tempe
ture at the highest intensities for a sample of KBr:SH2, say,
is found to be 32 K.~Note that the phonons only travel abo
15 mm in 6 ns, so that the heat is temporarily confined to
pumped volume.! However, at 32 K the homogeneous wid
is still small compared to the laser bandwidth and this tr
sient temperature rise is thus found to have a negligible
fect upon the fitted lifetime26 ~cf. Sec. IV B below!.

B. Spectroscopic summary of the investigated
samples

Incoherent saturation data can only be interpreted
samples which are well characterized spectroscopically
number of relevant parameters have been collected toge
and summarized in Table I for the crystals studied in t
paper. The integrated absorption cross sections of SH2 in KI
and CsI were determined by averaging the results of a che
cal analysis technique24 for three different samples each. Th
corresponding values in the chlorides and bromides h
been previously determined photometrically by Otto.19 Note,
however, that the integrated cross section is equal to
vibrational absorption strength divided by the actual dop
concentration, and the relevant strength is found by integ
ing over the vibrational lineplus all of its sidebands. Otto
appears not to have included the sidebands in his inte
tions, leading to gross underestimates in the case of the

f

e

TABLE I. Parameters for the indicated systems: fundamental vibratio
peak frequencies,n01 , deconvolved FWHM,gabs, and fundamental libra-
tional sideband peak frequencies,n lib, of the most abundant isotope at 1.7 K
integrated fundamental vibrational absorption cross sections,s int, and low-
temperature molecular equilibrium orientations.

System
n01

(cm21)
gabs

(cm21)
s int

(10218cm)
n lib

(cm21) Orientation

KCl:OH2 3642.11a 0.11a 3.2b 298c ^100&d

KBr:OH2 3617.47a 0.12a 2.4b 310c ^100&d

RbCl:OH2 3633.15a 0.13a 3.8b 270a ^100&d

KCl:OD2 2684.82a 0.10a 0.9b 232c ^100&d,e

KCl:SH2 2591.28a 0.085a 1.8f 370a ^111&g

KBr:SH2 2575.88a 0.085a 2.3f 332a ^111&g

KI:SH2 2558.94a 0.028a 1.7 289a ^111&g

RbCl:SH2 2590.64a 0.090a 2.2f 340a ^111&h,i

RbI:SH2 2563.68a 0.015a 3.3f,j 266a ^111&h

CsI:SH2 2535.32a 0.030a 2.3 311a ^100&f,i

KBr:TeH2 2023.55k 0.085k 3.8k,l 316a ^111&h,i

aReference 20.
bB. Wedding and M. V. Klein, Phys. Rev.177, 1274~1969!.
cReference 18.
dH. Härtel, Phys. Status Solidi42, 369 ~1970!.
eAssumed to be isotope independent.
fReference 19.
gW. Kuch and U. Du¨rr, J. Phys. Chem. Solids42, 677 ~1981!.
hJ. Otto, Phys. Status Solidi B151, 363 ~1989!.
iAssumed from results for similar hosts.
jApproximated by the corresponding value for RbBr:SH2.
kReference 29.
lApproximated by the corresponding value for KCl:TeH2.
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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2218 Mungan et al.: Vibrational relaxation of chalcogen hydrides
sium halides. The corresponding errors in the case of
sodium-chloride-structure hosts are much smaller, owing
the weakness of the sidebands, and have been neglect
Table I. The experimental uncertainties in the cross sect
of SH2 in the table are estimated as620%.

C. Saturation results

1. SH2

In Figs. 3~a!–~c!, saturation data~averaged over;200
laser shots per data point! are plotted as the filled circles fo
SH2 in three different potassium halide crystals. The co
tinuous curves are rate-equation fits, as explained in the
pendix, and give the values of the energy relaxation tim
T1 , listed in the figures.~The uncertainties in the lifetime
due to random errors are estimated to be on the orde
625%, judging by the reproducibility of the measureme
and the error bars in the fits for a given sample. In additi
however, systematic errors may be introduced by uncert
ties in the values of the various laser and sample parame
notably the cross sections and laser modal structure.! A sys-
tematic increase inT1 as one proceeds from KCl to KI i

FIG. 3. Saturation data~filled circles! at 1.7 K for nominally ~a!
KCl1100 ppm SH2, ~b! KBr1100 ppm SH2, ~c! KI160 ppm SH2, ~d!
RbCl1100 ppm SH2, ~e! RbI175 ppm SH2 and ~f! CsI175 ppm SH2.
The continuous curves are fits to a rate-equation analysis, giving the va
of T1 listed in each panel.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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evident, visible as a shift in the knee of the curves towa
lower intensities. Most importantly, note how short the life
times are—a nanosecond or less.

Figures 3~d!–~f! gives the corresponding results for SH2

in three rubidium and cesium hosts. Interestingly, the lif
times for either KCl and RbCl or for KI and RbI are equal t
within the 625% error bars. There appears to be a corre
tion between the decay times and the lattice constants for
potassium and rubidium hosts: the larger the lattice cage,
slower the rate of relaxation.

On the other hand, the lifetime of SH2 in CsI is signifi-
cantly shorter than that in KI or RbI, despite the fact that C
has the smallest Debye temperature of all of the hosts stud
in this paper. This is one of several indications that
multiphonon-relaxation model27 cannot account for the vi-
brational decay of the chalcogen hydrides.

2. OH2

Turning next to OH2, data were collected for three po
tassium and rubidium hosts, as presented in Fig. 4. Co
pared to the results for SH2 in the same hosts, the hydroxid

es

FIG. 4. Saturation data~filled circles! at 1.7 K for nominally ~a!
KCl1100 ppm OH2, ~b! KBr1150 ppm OH2, and ~c! RbCl1700
ppm OH2. The curves are fits to a rate-equation analysis, giving the val
of T1 listed in each panel.
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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2219Mungan et al.: Vibrational relaxation of chalcogen hydrides
relaxation times are almost exactly 1 order of magnitu
larger. In fact, the times are beginning to approach the li
imposed by the 6 ns laser pulse width. This can be seen m
clearly in the case of KBr:OH2, the longest lived molecule
studied here. The dashed curve in panel~b! shows the pre-
dicted transmission whenT1 becomes very long.~Techni-
cally, it is assumed to remain shorter than the pulse repeti
period of 0.1 s, however.! In this case, the knee in the curv
refers no longer toT1 but instead to the pulse width. Al
though saturation occurs even at the lowest intensities,
absorption cross section is too small to probe this: Each m
ecule is visited at most once by a photon. Fortunately,
appear to be safely below this experimental limit—the dot
curve in the figure sets an upper limit of 5 ns on the lifetim

3. OD2

Figure 5~a! presents data for KCl:OD2. Compared to the
results for KCl:OH2 in Fig. 4~a!, the OD2 relaxation time is
slightly increased. Deuterated molecules other than OD2 lie
at wavelengths greater than 5mm, outside of the tuning
range of the laser system. However, picosecond pump–p

FIG. 5. Saturation data ~filled circles! at 1.7 K for ~a!
KCl1200–250 ppm OD2, and ~b! KBr130 ppm TeH2. The continuous
curves are fits to a rate-equation analysis, giving the values ofT1 listed in
each panel.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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experiments of SH and SD in a chalcogenide glass also
dicate a slightly increased lifetime for the deuterat
species.28

4. TeH2

Figure 5~b! presents saturation measurements
KBr:TeH2. The maximum laser intensity is rather low, du
to the difficulty in accessing the necessary long waveleng
Nevertheless, the TeH2 lifetime is on the small end of the
range of values measured in this paper and is comparab
the value estimated by simply assuming that the absorp
line is lifetime broadened.29

III. VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION MODELS

A. Decay into phonons

The vibrational relaxation times of the hydrated diato
ics, as summarized in Table II, show an approximate co
lation between vibrational frequency and relaxation rate: T
rate tends to increase as the frequency declines. This is q
tatively the expected trend for relaxation into phonons. Ho
ever, a multiphonon relaxation model can be ruled out
several reasons, of which the two most important ones
be reviewed here.

First, the time scale is completely wrong. Previous stu
ies of the phonon relaxation of CN2 in the alkali halides
indicated low-temperature lifetimes in the microsecond
millisecond range.8 But OH2 and SH2 have larger vibra-
tional frequencies than CN2 and thus slower relaxation
would be expected for them—unless, of course,
vibration–phonon coupling strengths are substantially lar
for the hydrides. It can be shown12 that this is not the case b
comparing the strengths of the phonon sidebands of the
brational modes for the two classes of defects—compare
normalized strengths for the coupling of KI:CN2 and
KI:SH2 to bulk phonons in Table III. After accounting fo
both the increased coupling constant and order of the m
tiphonon decay, it is found that the nonradiative decay ti
of KI:SH2 should be;40% larger than that of KI:CN2, in
striking contrast with experiment.

Second, consider the OD2 saturation result. If bulk or
localized translational phonons constituted the dominant
cepting modes, one would predict a large isotope effect

TABLE II. Summary at 1.7 K of the fitted values ofT1 and of the ratios of
the vibrational and librational frequencies.

Impurity Host T1(ps) n01 /n lib

SH2 in: KCl 275 7.0
KBr 400 7.8
KI 1000 8.9

RbCl 300 7.6
RbI 1200 9.6
CsI 400 8.2

OH2 in: KCl 2000 12.2
KBr 3000 11.7
RbCl 2500 13.5

OD2 in: KCl 3000 11.6
TeH2 in: KBr 400 6.4
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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2220 Mungan et al.: Vibrational relaxation of chalcogen hydrides
the relaxation time, since the phonons have minimal isot
dependence while the stretching mode frequency change
roughly&. Thus a large change in the order of the dec
process would be expected:n01/nLO517.0 for KCl:OH2 but
only 12.5 for KCl:OD2, wherenLO is the longitudinal optic
phonon frequency30 of KCl. According to the energy gap
law,27 OD2 should then relax exponentially faster tha
OH2, which contradicts the observed slightreduction in its
relaxation rate.

B. Decay into reorientational modes

A high frequency (;300 cm21) sideband is found in the
vibrational spectra of all of the chalcogen hydrides and
identified as a librational mode of the molecule about
center of mass.20 This mode occurs at high frequencies b
cause of the small moments of inertia of the hydrides~essen-
tially determined by the hydrogen mass! and because of thei
large orientational potential barriers~as evidenced by the fac
that high-temperature free-rotor sidebands are not gene
observed, in contrast, for example, to the case of cyanide31!.
Given that high-frequency sidebands were seen to sho
the vibrational lifetimes of CN2 in the silver and sodium
halides,8 it seems reasonable to suppose that these h
frequency librational modes are involved in the vibration
relaxation dynamics of the chalcogen hydrides.~Note that
recent results20,32 suggest that the reorientational potentia
of theXH2 defects actually support two distinct elastic co
figurations: a low-temperature librational potential, releva
to the present work, and a high-temperature Debye pote
which influences the vibrational relaxational dynamics
temperatures above;45 K.26!

In the spirit of the energy gap law,33 the simplest ap-
proach is to look for a correlation between the logarithm
the relaxation times,T1 , and the number of energy acceptin
modes,N5n01/n lib . This is plotted in Fig. 6 using the dat
in Table II. A linear trend is evident, as given by

T15t0eAN, ~2!

~valid since the nonradiative lifetime is much shorter than
radiative one! with fitted valuest0525 ps andA50.38. The
hypothesis that the decay is into librational modes expla
the weak OH2/OD2 isotope effect for the lifetime: Upon

TABLE III. Comparison of the integrated sideband strengths of vario
possible accepting modes for representative diatomic-doped systems
terest in this paper. The sidebands were normalized by multiplying by
cube of the frequency shift from the main vibrational line and dividing
the dopant concentration~as determined from the cross sections given
Table I and the RT resolved vibrational absorption spectra! and absolute
frequency~Ref. 12!.

System Sideband mode
Normalized strength

(10218 cm21)

KI:CN2 Bulk phonons 12
KI:SH2 Bulk phonons 21
AgCl:CN2 High-frequency local phonon 770
KCl:SH2 Libron 270
KI:SH2 Libron 300
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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deuterating, both the vibrational and the librational freque
cies shift by a factor of approximately& ~from the ratio of
reduced masses! and thusN remains unchanged.

In Fig. 6, the vibrational relaxation times are plotte
against the accepting number of librational modes.~Techni-
cally, one ought to use the FIR librational frequency, whi
differs in some cases from the sideband frequencies,20 be-
cause we are interested in reorientations in the vibratio
ground state. However, this frequency is not well known
most of the systems of interest here, and for consistency
sideband values have been used throughout.! This is a naı¨ve
view: N510 would mean that the librational mode has be
excited to its 10th harmonicassuming that such a harmoni
exists. ~Not to mention that, because of anharmonicity, t
frequency of thenth harmonic is not equal ton times that of
the fundamental.!

It is doubtful whether such a high overtone level does
fact exist, as it would imply that the height of the orient
tional barrier is at least equal to the vibrational frequency
the defect, namely;2550 cm21 for SH2 and ;3650 cm21

for OH2. The librational frequency of a particular syste
can be used to estimate the barrier height in the Devons
model. The Devonshire barrier parameter,K, of a ^111& ori-

s
in-
e

FIG. 6. Vibrational relaxation times of the chalcogen hydrides~symbols! at
1.7 K as a function of the number of energy-matching librational modes
a semilogarithmic scale. The straight line is a least-squares fit to Eq.~2!.
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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2221Mungan et al.: Vibrational relaxation of chalcogen hydrides
ented defect in a deep well is approximately given by34

n lib5A40BuKu/3. ~3!

Taking35 the diatomic bondlength to be 1.346 Å, the rot
tional constants,B, of SH2 and SD2 are calculated to be
9.53 and 4.91 cm21, respectively, neglecting lattic
dressing31 since we are interested in frequencies well abo
the host phonon bands. Then, using the values of the li
tional frequencies of SH2 and SD2 in the potassium halide
listed in Table I, one findsK'2900 cm21. The Devonshire
potential has a saddle point at a height of 5/12uKu above the
bottom of the wells and an absolute maximum at a heigh
5/3uKu, so that the average barrier height is;uKu. Thus, the
librational potential only supports about 3 harmonics.

At higher energies, the diatomics must evidently be
to rotate more and more nearly freely and it is clearly me
ingless to speak of the 10th librational level~cf. Fig. 7!.
Instead, one ought to consider the more general concep
reorientations. Denote the vibrational levels by quant
numbery and the reorientational levels by a labeln. The
relaxational dynamics occur in two stages:36 A vibration-to-

FIG. 7. Schematic diagram of the reorientational relaxation model.
orientational potential surfaces,V, of the ground~y50! and excited~y51!
vibrational manifolds are plotted as a function of one of the two angu
coordinates,u andf. The minima correspond to the low-temperature def
orientations—for example,̂111& for SH2 in the potassium halides. Th
barrier height,V0 , between these potential wells varies depending on
angle with which one proceeds away from the minima. A defect which
laser excited into the ground orientational state of the first-excited vi
tional manifold relaxes as follows. First, it crosses over into a high rotatio
level in the ground vibrational manifold, then it cascades down thro
successive rotational levels at high energies and librational levels at
energies~as indicated by the horizontal line segments!. Note that the accept-
ing rotational level is very short lived and hence broad, thus ensuring
proximate resonance with the excited vibrational level.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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rotation crossoveruy51,n50&→uy50,n5N& into some
high reorientational leveluN& in the vibrational ground-state
manifold, followed by the decay within this manifol
uy50,n5N&→uy50,n50&. In the current absence of an
detailed knowledge of the reorientational potential~in the
low-temperature librational configuration!, the average reori-
entational level spacing will be simply taken equal to t
fundamental librational frequency.

Any adjacent pair of reorientational levels are strong
coupled by a two- or three-phonon decay process.18 In par-
ticular, the broad linewidth of the libron at 1.7 K~at which
temperature, dephasing processes are negligible! implies a
decay time of a fraction of a picosecond. Thus the cascad
decay of the reorientational excitationuN& to the absolute
ground stateu0& would be expected to occur in merely a fe
picoseconds. In that case, the rate-limiting factor in the
brational relaxation is the crossover process. This, in tu
becomes increasingly less probable as the differenceN in the
reorientational quantum numbers in the vibrational exci
and ground states gets larger and larger—the overlap in
angular part of their wave functions diminishes and it is n
essary to go to a higher order of perturbation theory in
interaction Hamiltonian. The overlap integral in the ana
gous electronic-to-vibrational relaxation problem, for e
ample, is given by Eq.~21! of Ref. 37 and, after making
some reasonable assumptions, is found to depend expo
tially upon the number of accepting modes. This is similar
Legay’s empirical law for vibrational-to-rotational decay.38

In fact, it has been explicitly demonstrated39,40 that if both
the pumped and accepting reorientational levels are appr
mated by free-rotor wave functions and a dumb-bell inter
tion potential restricted to nearest-neighbor forces is
sumed, then Fermi’s golden rule leads to

1

T1
}(

m

1

J
e2AJ>2e2AJ, ~4!

whereJ is the rotational quantum number of the accepti
level given by Eq.~1! above, and where the sum is over th
2J11 degeneratem sublevels. Here, the coupling paramet
has been written asA, in analogy with Eq.~2! above, and
depends logarithmically onJ and on the characteristic lengt
for the coupling interaction. It depends implicitly on the d
gree of hindering of the rotations by the lattice,14,17 assisted
by mass asymmetry of the defect since the center of m
and the center of interaction then need not coincide.40,41

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison with other OH 2 lifetime measurements

The fitted value ofT1 for KCl:OH2 in Fig. 4~a! can be
compared to previous vibrational fluorescence meas
ments.42 Weak hot vibrational luminescence was detec
with an estimated fluoresence quantum efficiency
;1027. The radiative lifetime of the KCl:OH2 y51→0
transition is ;15 ms, determined from the cross secti
listed in Table I. This impliesT1'1.5 ns, in unexpectedly
good agreement with the saturation result of 2 ns found h
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2222 Mungan et al.: Vibrational relaxation of chalcogen hydrides
Picosecond pump–probe measurements43 of FH(OH2)
centers in KBr at low temperatures indicate that convers
between two different kinds of orientationally pinned cent
occurs, where the OH2 molecular axis is aligned either pa
allel or perpendicular to the line joining the hydroxide latti
site to that of theF center. One of several possible interpr
tations is that the electronic energy of theF center is partly
transferred to vibrational energy of the OH2 ion, and that
this ion subsequently relaxes rotationally, leading to the
served interconversion. Remarkably, the vibrational lifeti
of aggregated OH2 centers in KBr is only a factor of;3
larger than what we have measured here for the isolated
ters in the same host, suggesting that theF center only
weakly perturbs the OH2 relaxation.44

B. Comparison with persistent spectral hole burning
results

Previous combined hole burning and saturat
measurements23 of ReO4

2 in mixed-alkali-halide crystals in-
dicated that, at liquid helium temperatures, pure dephasin
the vibrational modes by phonons is negligible, so that
hole widths are determined by the relaxation times,T1 . It is
therefore of interest to compare the present saturation m
surements with previous hole burning experiments45 for
SH2 in two mixed crystals, KI12% KBr and CsI12% RbI,
to see if the same holds true here. No center-frequency
pendence of the hole widths was found in the ReO4

2 study. In
like fashion, the relaxation time of SH2 in the KI12% KBr
sample does not depend on the absorption peak whic
saturated.46 Therefore, it seems valid to refer tothe value of
T1 and of T2 for a given sample, without regard for th
specific homogeneous transition in question. In Table IV,
widths implied by these two times are compared. As w
the ir absorption linewidth for SH2 in the pure crystal cor-
responding to the dominant component of each mixture
tabulated. The dependence ofT1 on host mixing is small.46 If
the same is true forT2 , then it is reasonable to make com
parisons with the pure-host ir widths.~The absorption lines
of the mixed samples are, of course, inhomogeneou
broadened and hence their widths convey no useful dyna
cal information.! The physical restrictions on the widths
Table IV are

gabs>ghomo>~2pT1!21, ~5!

TABLE IV. Comparison of the absorption, hole burning, and saturat
linewidths of SH2 in the indicated hosts at 1.7 K. The absorption FWH
(gabs) are those of the unmixed hosts. The other two widths refer to crys
which have been double doped with the indicated additional impurities.
homogeneous widths (ghomo) are equal to half of the persistent spectral ho
widths, measured in the low-intensity small-burn-time limit~Ref. 45!. The
lifetime contributions to the homogeneous widths are calculated using
values ofT1 measured by saturation spectroscopy~Ref. 46!.

Host
Alloying
impurity

gabs

~MHz!
ghomo

~MHz!
(2pT1)21

~MHz!

KI 2% KBr 840 640 230
CsI 2% RbI 900 430 270
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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which one can see are obeyed. In fact, the three quantities
similar in value to each other. The difference betweengabs

andghomo reflects a small amount of inhomogeneous bro
ening of the unmixed crystals. On the other hand, the diff
ence betweenghomo and (2pT1)21 suggests that there ma
be a pure dephasing contribution to the homogeneous wi
as given by T2* . Although T1 controls T2 at low
temperatures30 sinceT2* falls off asT7, at our highest laser
intensities transient heating of the sample to as much as;35
K is calculated, relaxing this constraint.

Therefore, the homogeneous line may not be lifetim
broadened. To check that this does not alter the fits toT1 in
the saturation analysis, we setT25500 ps for SH2 in
KI12% KBr ~deduced from the homogeneous width
Table IV andT15700 ps~from the saturation fit in Ref. 46
obtained assuming lifetime broadening of the homogene
line! and reran the saturation analysis. The resulting theo
ical curves were found to be virtually unchanged.

There is an interesting connection between the role
molecular reorientations in the vibrational relaxation and
the persistent spectral hole burning. It has been propo
here that the vibration of the diatomic relaxes by coupling
an approximately resonant orientational level in the vib
tional ground state manifold, presumably one which is
high in energy that it constitutes a nearly free rotation. T
molecule subsequently relaxes by phonon-mediated cas
ing from one rotational level to another and rotates dur
this time. Gradually, the reorientations become hindered,
til finally the molecule becomes trapped in some particu
potential well, most likely different in orientation and in v
brational frequency than that before excitation. This wou
simultaneously explain both the transient and persistent
lecular dynamics.

C. Comparison with vibrational relaxation rates of
other systems

Table V lists decay times and orders for nonradiat
vibrational relaxation into predominantly bulk phonons, loc
translations, or reorientations of a number of impurity sy
tems. For the diatomic-doped rare-gas matrices, the orde
the reorientational decay processes have been calculate
ing Eq. ~1!, taking the values of the rotational constants
the appropriate electronic states of OH, NH, and HCl fro
Table 39 of Ref. 47. In the case of CH3F, the indicated
relaxation is forn3 , the lowest frequency vibrational mode
so that relaxation into lower energy internal vibrational le
els is not possible, and the order is calculated assuming
tations about the figure axis of the molecule.

A good correlation for all of the systems, in the bulk an
local phonon cases, is found between the lifetimes and
number of accepting modes, remembering that radiative
cay dominates when the order becomes too large. On
other hand, for reorientational decay, it appears that m
ecules in ionic hosts relax much faster than those in van
Waals hosts of equal decay order, which suggests that C
lombic forces increase theV–R coupling strength.

This, however, cannot be the whole story, becau
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2223Mungan et al.: Vibrational relaxation of chalcogen hydrides
CN2 is also an ionic system. The low-temperature vib
tional decay times of the chalcogen hydrides are compare
those of cyanide doped in salt crystals in Fig. 8, by comb
ing Fig. 6 above with Fig. 3~a! of Ref. 8. The continuous
curves are fits to energy gap laws for the nonradiative p
of the relaxation. The prefactor,t0 in Eq. ~2!, only differs by
a factor of 2 for the two sets of systems, being equal to 50
for CN2 and 25 ps forXH2. This near agreement is probab
fortuitous, in light of the complicated dependence of th
factor on a large number of host and impuri
parameters.27,40 Be that as it may, the two curves thus e
trapolate back to almost the same point on the vertical a
for zero accepting modes, and the;106 difference in times
for CN2 in the silver or sodium halides compared to SH2 in
the alkali halides~both of which have about the same dec
order! is due entirely to the exponential coefficient,A
51.93 for CN2 and 0.38 forXH2. The difference between
these two values can be used to find the ratio of the coup
parameters to the local translational and librational mod
Modeling the density of states of these modes using the
stein approximation and assuming that the number densit
librational~translational! modes is equal to 2~3! per impurity
molecule based on their angular~spatial! degeneracies, we
have D(XH2!/D~CN2)52.7, whereD is the coupling pa-
rameter defined by Ref. 27 which does not include, howe
Coulombic terms in the interaction potential.

To compare this to experiment, the high-frequency loc
phonon sideband of AgCl:CN2 and the librational sideban
of KCl:SH2 at 1.7 K are normalized and their strengths

TABLE V. Comparison of the low-temperature, low-concentration, 1→0
vibrational relaxation times of the indicated systems. The order of the de
process is listed in the third column~those denoted by an asterisk refer
vibrational relaxation within an excited electronic manifold!.

System Lifetime Order Reference

Coupling to local/
bulk phonons

Se2
2 in KCl ;2.5 ps 2 Munganet al.a

O2
2 in KCl,NaCl 30–40 ps 3* Bürger et al.b

CN2 in Ag,Na halides 50–700ms 7–8 Happeket al.c

CN2 in K,Rb,Cs halides 6–50 ms 10–25 Happeket al.c

CO, NO in Ne,Ar 15–30 ms 30–50 Dubostet al.d

Coupling to reorientations
SH2, TeH2 in alkali

halides
300–1200 ps 7–10 This work

OH2, OD2 in alkali
halides

2–3 ns 12–14 This work

OH in Ne 10ms 13* Brus et al.e

CH3F in Ne,Ar,Kr,Xe 3–60ms 14 Abouaf-Marguinet al.f

NH in Ar 200 ms 14 Bondybeyg

HCl in Ar,Kr,Xe 1 ms 16 Younget al.h

aC. E. Mungan, Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University, 1995~unpublished!.
bA. Bürger, C. Kryschi, L. O. Schwan, and D. Schmid, J. Lumin.58, 287
~1994!.

cReference 8.
dReferences 2 and 3.
eReference 13.
fReference 41.
gReference 6.
hReference 17.
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tegrated, giving 270 cm21 for the KCl:SH2 librational mode
and 770 cm21 for the AgCl:CN2 translational sideband~cf.
Table III!, in the opposite ratio to what is predicted. As
check that these values are really representative of the w
class of molecules, the normalized coupling strength
KI:SH2 to librons is also evaluated and can be seen fr
Table III to agree to within 10% with that of KCl:SH2. Thus
the enhanced coupling of the vibrational modes to libratio
as compared to translations is not easily explained. On
other hand, in Ref. 8, the coupling of AgCl:CN2 to its high-
frequency local phonons and of KI:CN2 to bulk phonons
was found to be the same, in striking contrast to the hu
difference in sideband strengths listed in Table III. Hence
is not just theXH2 systems whose coupling parameters a
not related in the expected manner to the sideband stren
Furthermore, it does not seem credible that the striking
ference between the lifetimes of theXH2 impurities and the

ay

FIG. 8. Comparison of the 1→0 vibrational relaxation times~symbols! of
CN2 and ofXH2/XD2 in the alkali and silver halides at 1.7 K. For clarity
the symbol legends are not reproduced, since they are identical to tho
Fig. 3~a! of Ref. 8 for cyanide and to Fig. 6 for the hydrides, from whic
figures the solid curves are also taken. The abscissa gives the ratio o
vibrational frequency to the accepting mode frequency, defined to be
longitudinal optic phonon frequency for CN2 in the potassium, rubidium,
and cesium halides, the highest frequency localized translational mode i
case of CN2 in the silver and sodium halides, and the librational frequen
for the chalcogen hydrides.
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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2224 Mungan et al.: Vibrational relaxation of chalcogen hydrides
other systems listed in Table V can be neatly swept into
exponential coupling coefficient in this way, because all
the latter systems show much less variation in the ratios
the decay order and the logarithm of the lifetime. Eviden
there is something unique about the ionic hydrides, an
theoretical explanation must be sought with this clearly
mind.

V. SUMMARY

Incoherent saturation measurements of OH2, OD2,
SH2, and TeH2 in the alkali halides at 1.7 K reveal that th
fundamental vibrational lifetimes vary between 0.3 and 3
in the electronic ground state. These times are too short t
explained using a multiphonon-relaxation model, by co
parison to the equal-order decays of CN2 into local and bulk
phonons.8 Furthermore, such a model predicts a lar
OH2/OD2 isotope effect in the relaxation rate, which is co
tradicted by experiment.

On the other hand, a strong correlation is discove
between the vibrational relaxation times and the libratio
sidebands observed by ir spectroscopy. This correlation
be quantified in terms of an energy gap law for the decay
the excited vibrational level into an appropriate number
reorientational modes. Convincingly, this model predicts
null isotope effect upon deuteration, in agreement with
experimental data. Furthermore, persistent hole burning m
surements in mixed crystals are consistent with a picture
which a vibrationally excited defect reorients durin
relaxation.45 However, an accurate model describing t
vibration-to-rotation transfer cannot be constructed until
reorientational potential is better understood.

The OH2 lifetimes measured here are consistent w
that deduced from hot vibrational luminescence observat
of the isolated molecule in KCl.42 They are also compatible
with the observed interconversion between red- and b
shifted FH(OH2) centers in KBr, though it is not yet fully
clear how thê 200&-neighboringF center perturbs the OH2

reorientational potential.44,48

The dramatically smaller lifetimes of theXH2 impurities
in alkali halides compared to those8 of CN2 in the same
hosts at the same low temperatures and concentrations c
be explained by postulating a factor of;3 change in the
coupling parameters. However, direct spectroscopic m
surements of the relevant sideband strengths do not sup
such a hypothesis.

A large jump in the relaxation rates is also found wh
one compares the equal-order vibrational decay of diato
hydrides in ionic and van der Waals hosts. For example,
systems KCl:SH2 and Ar:HCl are isoelectronic and the ma
asymmetries and rotational constants of the two guest m
ecules are similar. Nevertheless, SH2 decays in picoseconds
while the relaxation of HCl is within an order of magnitud
of its radiative limit.5 Apparently, Coulombic forces signifi
cantly strengthen theV–R coupling.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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APPENDIX: ANALYSIS OF INCOHERENT
SATURATION DATA

As discussed in Secs. 2.7 and 2.14 of Ref. 22, the us
rate equations is appropriate provided that the laser ba
width is much larger than the lifetime-limited linewidth
(2pT1)21, as is always true in the present experiments.
that case, one recovers the Einstein limit of the optical Blo
equations because the Rabi oscillations of centers having
ferent detunings interfere, masking any coherent effe
However, standard expressions such as Eq.~6.20! of Ref. 21
cannot be used here for several reasons: Steady state ma
be fully attained because of the short temporal width of
laser pulses, many of the samples are intermediate betw
the homogeneous and strongly inhomogeneous broade
regimes, and the laser pulse has non-neglible spatial
spectral variations. So instead, the rate equations are num
cally integrated.

An incident laser pulse is split into temporal, spectr
and radial bins and each piece thereof is propagated thro
the crystal, which is itself subdivided into longitudinal bin
The absorption spectrum is resolved into its component
mogeneous lines lying within the laser bandwidth, and, wh
necessary, the inequivalent molecular orientations are dis
guished. Each piece of the pulse interacts with homogene
peaki at longitudinal positionz, radiusr , and timet accord-
ing to the rate equation

Ṅ2i~z,r ,t !5DNi~z,r ,t !E s i~n!dI~z,r ,t,n!

hcn
2

N2i~z,r ,t !

T1
,

~A1!

whereN1i andN2i are the ground- and excited-state popu
tions of transitioni , having constant total populationNi and
difference DNi[N1i2N2i , and s i(n) is the absorption
cross section of this transition~with frequency,n, expressed
in wave numbers!. The first term on the right-hand side o
this equation represents the difference between the rate
stimulated emission and absorption, and the last term res
from spontaneous decay with rate 1/T1 , which is assumed to
be constant for all centers lying within the 0.27 cm21 laser
bandwidth. Next,N2i is rewritten as (Ni2DNi)/2 and sub-
stituted on both sides, and the time derivative ofDNi(t) is
approximated by@DNi(t1Dt)2DNi(t)#/Dt. Suppressing
the dependences onz and r , Eq. ~A1! becomes
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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2225Mungan et al.: Vibrational relaxation of chalcogen hydrides
DNi~ t1Dt !5DNi~ t !F122DtE s i~n!
dI~ t,n!

hcn G
1

Dt

T1
@Ni2DNi~ t !#, ~A2!

which is an initial value problem withDNi(0)5Ni . The
integral is numerically approximated by

E s i~n!
dI~ t,n!

hcn
>(

j 51

M

s i~n j !
DI ~ t,n j !

hcn j
, ~A3!

i.e., M frequency bins of widthDn centered atn j for bin j .
Assuming Gaussian temporal, spectral, and radial~at the fo-
cus! profiles, the intensity of each portion of the incide
laser pulse is given by

DI ~z50,r ,t,n!5I peak

Dn

A2psn

expF2~ t2t0!2

2s t
2 G

3expF2r 2

2s r
2GexpF2~n2n01!

2

2sn
2 G , ~A4!

where z50 indicates the front surface of the samp
The Gaussian sigmas are related in an obvious way to
temporal (Dt las56 ns), spectral (Dn las50.27 cm21), and
focal (Dr foc'100mm) FWHM. In this expression, the lase
is assumed to have been tuned into resonance with
sample’s absorption peak frequencyn01, and I peak is the
incident peak internal intensity which appears on
abscissae of all the saturation curves. Experimentally,I peak

5bE(Dt las)
21(Dr foc)

22, whereE is the reflection-corrected
total pulse energy measured using an energy meter, andb is
a numerical factor equal to (4 ln 2/p)3/250.83.

Subsequently, suppressing the dependences onr and t,
DI is obtained from the recursion relation

DI ~z1Dz,n!5DI ~z,n!e2Dza~z,n!, where

a~z,n!5(
i

DNi~z!s i~n!, ~A5!

with DNi given by Eq.~A2!. Assuming that the integrate
cross section is constant and equal tos int for all centers lying
within the laser bandwidth, it then follows that

s i~n!5
s int

p

ghomo/2

~n2n i !
21~ghomo/2!2 . ~A6!

At low temperatures, the homogeneous lines are presume
be lifetime broadened; in general however, their wid
ghomo, may also depend onT2* , the pure dephasing time.

All that is left is to find Ni . The fractional number of
centersi composing the absorption band is equal to the ra
of the homogeneous strength of transitioni to the entire ir
strength,S01. Making the standard assumption that the h
mogeneous centers are log-normal distributed, it is then
parent that
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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Ni5
S01

s int

expF2~n i2n01!
2

2s2 G
( i expF2~n i2n01!

2

2s2 G , ~A7!

where s defines the width of the inhomogeneous distrib
tion. It is not necessary to measureS01 separately, as it can
be deduced from the value of the low-intensity, unsatura
transmission. For a very inhomogeneous line,s is deter-
mined by the absorption linewidth,gabs. In most cases, how
ever, the line is nearly homogeneous and a Voigt line sh
is appropriate. Definingn1/2[n012

1
2gabs, the distribution

width is implicitly given by the following relation.

1

2 (
i

expF2~n i2n01!
2

2s2 G
~n i2n01!

21~ghomo/2!25(
i

expF2~n i2n01!
2

2s2 G
~n i2n1/2!

21~ghomo/2!2 .

~A8!

If the absorption spectrum consists of multiple overlapp
bands,s must be determined separately for each of them

The final step consists in calculating the transmissi
For consistency, this is done by explicitly summing over t
bins ~note that the radial bins must be multiplied by th
radial coordinate in the cylindrical integral! both before and
after propagation of the laser pulse across the sample.
internal transmission is the ratio of these two numbers.

It is generally necessary to take into account the ori
tations of the molecular centers relative to the laser polar
tion. Let this polarization direction define they axis and
focus attention on a dipole pointing at an angleu with re-
spect to this axis. The transition strength is proportional
the square of the component of the dipole matrix elemen
the direction of the electric field vector. That is, one cou
define an integrated absorption cross section for this sin
molecule ass int

~u!, with s int
~u!}cos2 u. But one must recover the

spectroscopic values int upon averaging over a macroscop
number of centers, which implies

s int
~u!53sint cos2 u ~A9!

for a cubic crystal. Let the fractional number of centers ha
ing orientationu be denotedNi

(u)/Ni . For example, suppos
the laser polarization is@100#. Then for ^100& centers, one-
third of them are parallel~u50°! to the field and experience
a factor of 3 enhancement in their cross section, while
other two-thirds are orthogonal and do not couple to the la
light at all. In the case of̂111& orientations and the sam
@100# polarization, all centers are equivalent withu
5cos21(1/)), so that 3 cos2 u51 and there is no enhance
ment. Finally, for^110& molecules, two-thirds of them hav
u545° which gives an enhancement factor of 1.5 and
other one-third are orthogonal. If the centers are rando
oriented with respect to the electric field and angular bins
width Du are defined, the number of molecules of transiti
i in the bin having mean orientationu is Ni

(u)5NiDu sinu.
The saturation analysis then consists in replacingNi ands int

by Ni
(u) and s int

~u!, respectively, and keeping track of bothi
andu.
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The computation proceeds by defining the necessary
of bins and performing the numerical integration and pu
propagation steps. Numerous checks have been perform
ensure that the calculations have been done properly, suc
observing how the results depend on the input parame
and testing to see that the grid resolution is small enoug
prevent sizable discretization and round-off errors.

In this way, the theoretical saturation curves in Sec. I
were obtained. The values ofT1 were varied by trial and
error until the curves fit the data as well as possible, judg
by eye.
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